ROCKLER PLAN UPDATE

STEAMER TRUNK PLAN 52304

The updates described herein apply to the version of plan 52304 marked “Rev. 12-04”.

Update #1: Changes to the “Forming the Rails” text.

A) The steps in this section are incorrectly numbered, and should be renumbered as steps (1) through (5).
B) In the second step, currently numbered (3), ‘Cut grooves in all rails’ should be changed to ‘Cut 5/16” wide, 5/16” deep grooves in all rails’.
C) In the fifth step, currently numbered (6), ‘Cut tenons for rails’ should be changed to ‘Cut 5/16” long tenons for rails’.

Update #2: Change to “Side Assembly” figure notation.

The notation for piece (17), “Chamfer ends” should read “Chamfer ends to fit”.

Update #3: Changes to Figure 3.

The locating points for the lid supports should be adjusted as shown below.